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RECEIVED

Mitchell Fillet APR 14. 2016

 FFICE OF THE SECRETARY
New Haven, CT.  ~e+►ti

FINRA ~ ~ ~~~ I I~

NATIONAL ADJUDICATORY COUNCIL

MITCHELL H. FILLET, ~ Complaint No.: 2008011762801

Appellant,

vs. BRIEF FILED IN SUPPORT OF DISMISSAL OF
SANCTIONS AFTER REVIEW BY THE

FINRA, NATIONAL ADJUDICATORY COUNCIL
RECEIVED BY APPELANT ON MARCH 11, 2016.

Defendant

APRIL 4, 2017

It is impossible to understand that an agency of the United States Government could have
ignored the law of the land at the instance of Appellant Fillet's first request for review of this
matter (Complaint No. 2008011762801) by the Securities and Exchange Commission
(hereinafter "The Commission"). However, the Commission's clear attempt to support its
affiliate FINRA by only dismissing part of the Securities Fraud charges against Appellant Fillet
is an indication of The Commission's willingness to overlook material facts and definitive legal
procedure regarding this matter which otherwise would clearly have led to dismissal and
expungement of this matter.

Now therefore, due to the continued partnership of FINRA and The Commission to support
FINRA's baseless claim against Appellant Fillet {hereinafter "Fi11eY'), Fillet does hereby
request that the Commission review once again its original decision and the decision of the
National Adjudicatory Council, upon remand.

BASIS FOR REVIEW:

1. Background:

FINRA has conducted a seven year campaign (2009-2016) against Fillet alleging that
Fillet committed Securities Fraud in the instance of a single investor who loaned money
to a venture that Fillet's employer at the time (The Riderwood Group, Inc. of Towson,
Maryland) was advising.

BRIEF FILED IN SUPPORT OF DISMISSAL OF SANCTIONS AFTER REVIEW BY THE NATIONAL
ADJUDICATORY COUNCIL RECEIVED BY APPELANT ON MARCH 11, 2016. - 1
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supports Fillet's contention that PM should have noticed the risk warning at the top of the
Term Sheet and should have investigated not only Fillet, but as FINRA states so
eloquently in their decision upon remand, he should have investigated Sloan and had he
done so, PM would have discovered all of Sloan's background issues. In fact, it was by
using Lexis/Nexis, after the PM allegations, that Fillet was finally able to understand the
breadth of Sloan's issues, it being understandable that a small firm such as Riderwood
could not and did not afford access to Lexis/Nexis.

This last point is why the five week delay between Fillet's sole meeting with PM and the
date of PM's loan to Sloan is so significant. In that time period, PM had access to
resources through which he could have discovered all of the issues of Mr. Sloan's
background and all of the line items of Fillet's background. The fact that PM did neither
is only Fillet's burden if PM participated in a Riderwood's offering and if he made a
material reliance on the offering documentation supplied by Riderwood. As Riderwood
had already informed Sloan that due to his background the firm would only offer him
advisory services, and that the only offering document that was still being drafted was the
Term Sheet, which is not an industry standard nor Riderwood standard set of
documentation, the facts support Fillet's repeated contention that Riderwood did not
launch an offering for Sloan and that PM did not participate in a Riderwood offering,

It is also important to note that at the time of the Fillet-PM meeting, the Term Sheet was
under review by both counsel for FAO Schwartz and Sloan's legal counsel, who had not,
in January of 2008, given his approval for the launching of an offering for Sloan's
company, so there was yet another inhabitant to PM's receipt of the Term Sheet from
someone authorized to deliver that document. It was still in draft form and being
reviewed. This is specifically why the language of the Term Sheet has no bearing on this
matter, whatsoever. The Term Sheet had not been approved for receipt by any investor
including but not limited to PM. And, the "main facts" of the Term Sheet were not
supported by any other document, such as a standard set of financials. It is most
significant that FINRA finally acknowledges that Ed Schmults, the then CEO of FAO
Schwartz had a personal relationship with PM, made PM aware of this venture and could
have, logically, been the person that supplied the Term Sheet to PM without even asking
for authorization from anyone at Riderwood.

Next, FNRA completely overlooks the possibility that PM is a disgruntled investor, who
is very knowledgeable about the securities laws, very aware of FINRA policies,
procedures and philosophy and very capable of manipulating FINRA to secure what he
believed would be an order to have Fillet refund his original loan to Sloan. That FINRA
did and continues to ignore the fact that the only compensation that Riderwood received
was at the beginning of its relationship with Sloan, which was an industry standard
"retainer fee" (the discussed and admitted $ 20,000 to $ 30,000 payment) and the fact tha
this payment preceeded PM's personal loan to Sloan by four (4) months so those funds
did not and could not have been paid from PM's loan, and that no employee of
Riderwood, including but not limited to Fillet, received any compensation for the PM
loan activity is outrageous, especially when totally ignored by The Commission. That

BRIEF FILED IN SUPPORT OF DISMISSAL OF SANCTIONS AFTER REVIEW BY THE NATIONAL
ADJUDICATORY COUNCIL RECEIVED BY APPELANT ON MARCH 11, 2016. - 3
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Riderwood had a documented fee schedule for its work that is acknowledged by FINRA
is even stronger proof that Fillet is blameless in this matter, as no one at Riderwood, moss
importantly Fillet, received any fees, commissions or payments for PM's loan to Sloan,
which would be in violation of the FINRA acknowledged fee schedule. As Riderwood
functioned as afor-profit broker/dealer, any such activity would have generated a fee
paid by Sloan to the firm, if Riderwood felt it was entitled to such a fee. Clearly, the firm
did not,

Finally, due to his position as both a registered principal of a FINRA member firm and
his admission to the Bar of the City of New York, PM has great familiarity of and
understanding about private placement documentation. Essentially PM is an expert in the
drafting of private placement documents. With that in mind, it is impossible to believe
that PM signed the investor note as the sole security for his alleged participation in the
Riderwood offering, when that note does not conform to New York State law and is
legally null and void, thereby providing PM with NO legal protection..

That FINRA and, subsequently The Commission, could overlook all of the evidentiary
flaws in this matter is surprising, at least from the perspective of The Commission. In
fact, throughout two hearings on the allegation of securities fraud, FINRA pushed the
burden of proof for the defense against these allegations onto the Fillet even though the
law is clear that the burden of proof in this matter is by the "presentment of a
preponderance of evidence which rests squarely on the shoulders" of the
Plaintiff/Complainant FINRA. FINRA's desperation to have the support of The
Commission is most clearly evident in their repeated reliance on evidence that will not
withstand the judgement of a court of competent jurisdiction versus the higlily biased
venues of FNRA.

It is not worthy of this appeal to discuss FINRA Sanction Guidelines as those guidelines are onl
applicable to the extent they can be applied to some activity wherein there aze violations of
FINRA procedures. That is not the case here. There were no violations of FINRA procedures
here other than the unsupported claims of PM that he was defrauded by Fillet, a claim that has
never been proven by FINR.A or PM once the standard of real evidentiary support is applied to
FINRA's allegations.

Now, therefore, for all of the above described arguments, the charge of securities fraud and all
the sanctions levied against Fillet must be dismissed and all mention of this matter expunged
from Fillet's electronic records from the Central Record Depository of FINRA.

this 4~' of April, 2016.
Mitchell Fillet, Pro Se

"1 ~ j

BRIEF FILED IN SUPPORT OF DISMISSAL OF SANCTIONS AFTER REVIEW BY THE NATIONAL
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Dlrecl: (202) 728-8083
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Drent,i. Fields, Seei•etuiy
Securities and Cxchange Commission
100 f SU•eet, Nf
Washington, DC 205~F9-1090

11:25:59 a.m. 03-07-2016 2/14

RC: Cumpl~~int No. 2U08Q117C28111r: Mitcl~cll H. riUct

Dear M~•. Fields:

Gnclosed plelse f ind the decision of the National Adjudicatary Council ("NAC") in
the above-referenced matter. The FINRA Board of Governors did not call this mAtter
Por review, end ~I~e alt~cl~ed NAC decision is the final decision of PINRA.

Very truly yo~~rs,

—~~ _~
~ ~ M~~

ennifer Dro~ks

C~iclosure

cc: Ciar~ Gray

Investor protection. Market integrity. 1735 K Street, NW t 202 728 8D00
Washington, DC www.finra.org
20006-1506.
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Finantlal Industry Rcgulotory Authority

Marcia E. Asquith Direct: (202) 729-8831
Senior Vlce President and Fax: (202) 728-8300
Corporate Secretary

Mcirch 7, 2016

VIA CCRTI~ICD MAiL:
RCTURN RCCCIPT RCOUCSTI:D/FIRST-CLASS MAIL

Mi~ehell I-1. Fillet

Riverside, Connecticut

Re: Compli~int No. 20080117628UIr: Mitclicll H. rillct

Dear Mr. ~iilet,

Enclosed is llie decision ol'the National Adj~idicatory Council ("NAC") in tl~e Above-
referenced matter. The Baard of Governors of the Financial Industry Re6ulatory
AEithoriry ("F[NRA") did not call this matter for review, and the attached NAC
decision is the final decision of rINRA.

[n the enclosed clecisian, the NAC imposed sanctions based upon findings that you
made malaria) misrepresentations and omissions in connection with the sale of
securities to an investor. On remand, ll~e NAC suspended you 'for 12 months and fined
you $10,000. The NAC ordered that you serve the 12-month suspension for fraud
consecutively with the two-year suspension for falsifying firm's records, a suspension
that the Commission sustained in its opinion and became the final order of the
Commission. See Mitchell H. 1%illel, Exchange Act Release No. 75054, 20I 5 SEC
LEXIS 2142, at *63 (May 27, 2015). The 12 month suspension imposed by the NAC
in the enclosed decision shall begin with tl~e opening of business on May 30, 2017,
and end at the close of business on May 30, 2018.

Please note that under Rule 8311 ("Effect of a Suspension, Revocation, Cancellation,
or Bar"), you are not permitted to associate with any FINRA member firm in any
capacity, including a clerical or ministerial capacity, during the period of your
suspension. Further, member firms are not permitted to pay or credit any salary,
commissioF~, prof t or other remuneration that results directly or indirectly from any
securities trans~etion il~~t you may have earned during the period of your suspension.

Pursuant to Article V, Section 2 of the FINRA By-Laws, if you are currently employed
with ~► member of FINRA, you are required immediately to update your Form U4 to
reflect this action. You are also reminded that the failure to keep FINRA apprised of
your most recent address may result in the entry of a default decision against you.

Investor protection. Market Integrity. 1735 K Street, NW t 202 728 8000
Washington, DC www.finra.org
20006-1506

03/07/2016 MON 11:24 [TX/RX NO 5047] 0 003
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MilcheU 1-l. I~iilel
March 7, 201 G
Pale 2

Article V, Section 2 of tl~e FINRA Dy-Laws requires all persons wlia Apply for
re6is~rAtion with ~INRA to submit A Porm U4 and to keep all information on the Corm
U4 current And necurate.

In addition, CIN[tA may request infaritiation from, or f le a formal disciplinary action
A~Q1115[, persons wl~o are no lon6er registered with a C'INRA member for al least two
years after their termination from association with a member. See Article V, Sections
3 and 4 oi'C'INRA's Dy-Laws. Requests for information and disciplinary complaints
issued by F1NRA d~n'ing this two-year period will be mailed to such persons at tl~eir
last known address As reflected in F[NRA's records. Such individuals are deemed to
hove received correspondence seal to the I~sl known address, whether or not the
individuals lave actuAlly received Nietn. Thus, individuals who are no loner
associAted with a ~'INRA member Grm And who have failed to Eindate their Addresses
during the two years after they end their AssociAtion are subject to the entry of default
decisions Against them. See Notice to ll~lembe►~,s 97-31. Letters notifying FINRA of
such address changes should be sent to:

CRD
P.O. Box 9495

Gaithersburg, MD 20898-940]

You may appeal this decision to the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
("SCC"). To do so, you must file nn application with tl~e SEC witJ~in 30 days of your
receipt of this decision. A copy of this application must be sent to the PINRA Office
of General Counsel, as must copies of all documents filed with the SCC. Any
documents provided to tl~e SEC via facsimile or overnight mail should also be
provided to FINR.A by similar means.

The address of the SEC is:

The Office of tl~e Secretary
Securities and Exchange
Commission
100 F Street, N.E.
Mail Stop ] 090 —Room ] 09l S
Washington, D.C. 20549

'fhe address of FINRA is:

Attn: Jennifer Brooks
Offtce of General Counsel
FINRA
1735 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

If you f le an application for review with the SEC, the application must identify the

F1NRA case number and state the basis for your appeal. You must include an address
where you may be served and a phone number where you may be reached during
business hours. If your address or phone number changes, you must advise the SEC
and FINRA. Attorneys must file a notice of appearance.

03/07/2016 MON 11:24 [TX/RX NO 5047] X004
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Mitchell (-1. rillet
Mnrcli 7, 201 G
Pale 3

'fhe Cling with the SCC of An applicAlion for review shall stay tl~e effectiveness of any
sanction Thus, the 12-month suspension imposed by the NAC in the enclosed decision
will be stayed pending appeAl to the SCC. Additionally, orders in the enclosed NAC

decision to pay tines and costs will be stayed pending appeal.

Questions regardins the appeal process may be directed to the OP~ce of the Secretary

ul the SCC, The phone number of that office is (202) 551-5400.

I'you do not Appel this NAC decisia~ to the SCC and the decision orders you to pay

tines or costs, you may pay these amounts after the 30-day period for appeal to the

Sf C has pASSed. Any Ones and costs assessed should be paid (via regular mail) to

riNltA, P.O. IIox 418911, Boston, MA 02241-8911 or (via overnight delivery) to

Hank oP AmericA Lockbox Services, I'INRA 418911 MA5-527-02-07, 2 Morrissey
Dlvd., Doreliester, MA 02125.

Very truly yours,

Marcie ~. Asquith
Senior Vice President an Corporate Secretary

cc: David Newman
Leo Orenslein
Jeffrey Pariser

03/07/2016 MON 11:24 [TX/RX NO 5047] C~7j005
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F~~CEIV~D
I3CFORE THC NATIONAL ADJUDICATORY COUNCIL MAR 07 2016

FINANCIAL INDUSTRY RCGULATORY AUTHORITY OFFICEOFTHESECRETARY

In tl~e Matter oC

Department of Enforcement,

►~~a

Mitchell H. Fillet
Riverside, CT,

Complainant,

Respondent.

DECISION

Complaint No. 2008011762801 r

Dated: MAreh 7, 2016

On rempnd from the Securities and Exchange Commissjon for
reconsidcrntion of sanctions. Held, sanctions modified.

Appearances

For the Complainant: David F. Newman, Esq., and Leo F. Orenstein, Esq., Department
of Enforcement, Financial Industry Regulatory Authority

For the Respondent: Aro Se

Decision

Background

This matter is before us on remand from the Securities and Exchange Commission. In a
National Adjudicatory Council ("NAC") decision dated October 2, 2013, we found that Mitchell
H. Fillet ("Fillet") engaged in securities fraud by misrepresenting and failing to disclose certain

material facts in offering documents to one investor. We also found that Fillet falsified
documents related to seven customers' variable annuity transactions that caused his firm's books

and records to be inaccurate and provided these falsified documents to a FINRA examiner. The

NAC suspended Fillet for two years and fined him $10,000 for the falsification of records and
consecutively suspended Fillet for 18 months and fined him an additional $10,000 for the fraud,

Fillet appealed the NAC's decision to the Commission. On appeal, the Commission
affirmed FINR.A's findings that Fillet, in violation of NASD Rules 3110 and 2110, falsified his
firm's records by backdating his approval of customer documents related to variable annuity

03/07/2016 MON 11:24 [TX/RX NO 5047] 0 006
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transact~one and then provided d~ese records to FTIVRA. Tire Commission sustc►ined the NAC's
lwo-ycar suspension of Fillci and $10,000 fine for this misconduct. In addition, the Commission
sustained the NAC's order ti~ut Fillet puy $2,584.65 in hearinb costs.

With respect to rillet's violutiana of the nntifruud provisions, tl~e Commission sustained
the NAC's findin6s of violation with ono exception, t1~e violation of Securities Exchange Act of
1934 ("Exchanbe Act") Rule l Ob-5(b). The Commission found tliut Fillet, in a private placement
of securities offering document, misrepresented mAterial facts and foiled to disclose the criminal
liiatory of tUe person integral to the success of die offering, in violation of NASD Rules 2120 end
2110 and NASD IM-2310-2. Tl~e Commission further found that Fillet's omission of die
criminal liistnry information violated Excli~n6e Act Section l 0(b) artd Exchanbe Act Rules l Ob-
5(n) and (c). The Commission, however, set aside FINRA's findings that tl~e misrepresentations
in the offering document violated Exchange Act Section l0(b) and Exchange Act Rule lOb-5(b).~
Because the Commission set aside a portion of die fraud findings, the Commission remanded the
case to FINRA to re-determine the sanctions far Fillet's fraud in light of this dismissal.

On remtutd, we find it appropriate to suspend Fillet for l 2 months and fine him $10,000
for hip fraud.

II. Facts

The following facts ore pertinent to tl~e Commission findings that Fillet violated the
antifraud provisions. We review these facts in connection with the consideration of appropriate
sanctions for FilIef's fraud.

A. The Securities Offerins

Fillet, on behalf of his firm, The Riderwood Group ("Riderwoad" or the "Firm"), entered
into an engagement agreement with Catering Acquisition Corp. ("CAC"), and its President and

~ Fillet argues on remand that because the Commission dismissed the Exchange Act Rule
lOb-S(b) findings, FINRA failed to prove that he engaged in any fraud. Fillet is incorrect as set
forth by the Commission's decision. See Mitchell H. Fillet, Exchange Act Release No. 75054,
2015 SEC LEXIS 2142, at * 19-43 (May 27, 2015) (discussing findings that Fillet violated
NASD Rules 2120 and 2110, NASD TM-23l 0-2, and Exchange Act Section l 0(b) and Exchange
Act Rules l Ob-S(a) and (c)). The Commission's findings of fraud against Fillet aze its final order
and not before us on remand. See id. at *65-66, Equally unavailing is Fillet's contention on
remand that FINRA impermissibly "pushed the burden of proof of defense against these
allegations onto [Fillet]." Fillet bore the burden of producing evidence to support his claimed
defenses to the charges in the complaint, and he failed to do so as evidenced by the
Commission's findings against him. See Kirlin Sec., Inc., Exchange Act Release No. 61135,
2009 SEC LEXIS 4168, at *64 n.87 (Dec. 10, 2009).

03/07/2016 MON 11:24 [TX/RX NO 5047] X1007
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CEO, Allnn Sloan ("Sloan"), in June 2007? CAC was a shell company created for the purpose
of acquiring food service companies. CAC had no assets or business operations. Pursuant to the
en6a6ement a6~reement, Riderwood agreed to provide CAC "advisory, investment bunking, end
placement services" in connection with "the design and execution of the acquisition of v series of
food-related enterprises" in New York City and "the creation of u food and food service brand"
that wAS intended to be expanded nationally. Riderwood agreed to conduct due diligence, Delp
structure a financin6 plAn, draft tcc►ns~ctionai documents, identify prospective investors, and act
ns a placement s~~ent in connection with CAC's private offering of its securities. Sloan paid
Riderwood between $20,000 and $30,000 for its services.

1. The Offering Documents tl~ut Fillet Drafted

Pursuant to the engagement agreement, Fillet drafted several documents for a private
placement of securities to be issued by CAC And rA0 Sweet 5hoppes, Inc. ("Sweet Shoppes"),
another shell company run by Sloan. Sloan formed Sweet Shoppes to operate a retail store that
combined toys, food, rind party facilities and was fashioned after FAO Schwarz's ("FAO")
former Fifth Avenue store in New York. Fillet drifted a "Confidential Term Sheet" ("Term
SI~eeY'), promissory notes, rind a subscription agreement (together, "offering documents") for the
offering. The Term Sheet prominently identifted Riderwood us the "sole" and "exclusive"
"marketing agent" for the $3,000,000 offering of 20 units, and Fillet as the contact person for the
offering. Each $150,000 unit consisted of an $80,000 CAC "Series A 10% Corporate Note" due
December 1, 2009, a $70,000 Sweet Shoppes "Series A 7 0% Corporate Note" due December ],
2009, and detachable warrants to purchase shares of CAC and Sweet Shoppes. The Term Sheet
identified Slotin ~.s the President and CEO of both CAC and Sweet Shoppes.

The Term Sheet, dated January 14, 2008, that Fi11et drafted made numerous
representations about CAC and Sweet Shoppes that were inaccurate. For example, the Term
Sheet represented that CAC "was founded in 2007 to create avertically-integrated, brand name
food service company that started in New York City but became national in scope." With
respect to Sweet Shoppes, the Term Sheet stated that Sweet Shoppes operated "under a global
license from FAO Sct~waiz and the FAO Family Trust." "Though not part of the corporate entity
that owns and manages FAO," the Term Sheet added that "Sweet Shopper is closely aligned with
FAO, itself."

In reality, CAC was not an operating company nor was it national in scope. CAC was a
shell company with no assets or operations. Sweet Shopper was merely a concept and had not
secured a global license from FAO or the FAO Family Trust. Fillet conceded in his hearing
testimony that as of the date of the Term Sheet, CAC was neither an operating company with any

z In addition to a traditional brokerage business, Riderwoad conducted an investment
banking business, including private placements, mergers, and acquisitions. Fillet held an
ownership interest in Riderwood and was the Firm's CEO, President, and senior investment
banker. Riderwood withdrew from FINRA membership in February 2009 and is no longer in
business.
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assets nor "natlonnl in scope," and Sweel Slloppes 1~Ad not secured "a global license from FAO
and FAO Family Trust."

2. I'M's Invealment in the Offering

In Decembor 2007, Edward Schmults ("Schmults"), the then CEO of rAO, told his friend
I'M about the Sweet Shappes venture, Scl~mults told i'M that he planned for tl~e first Sweet
Shoppe to be located in C3reenwich, Connecticut. Sclimults asked PM, who is tt lawyer and a
specialist in real estate invesdnent and management, to speak with Sloan regarding the locAtion.
Schmults told PM that Sloan was an experienced food services operator end that FAO was
relyinb an Sloan to run tl~e business. After several phone culls between PM and Sloan regarding
the Greenwich locution, Sloan invited PM to meet with him and his investment bunker, Fillet,
who was putting together the Sweet Shopper private placement.

The only meeting between Billet And PM took place at PM's office on January 16, 2008.
PM could not recall with certainty whether Sloan was also present at the meeting, but testified
that he believed he was there to introduce Fillet, which Fillet's testimony corroborated. Fillet
testified that tl~e purpose of the meeting was to determine whether PM would be interested in
investing in the CAC/Sweet Shappes offering. PM had the impression that Fillet "was An
investment bunker who had done a lot of offerings," that Fillet was "participating to add
credibility" to Sloan and the investment, and w~.s "involved in raising the money." During the
meeting, PM and Fillet discussed Sloan's business plan, the businesses of CAC and Sweet
Shopper, the terms of the offering, PM's qualificaCions as an accredited investor, and PM's
potential investment of $150,000. Tluough PM's conversations with Fillet and Sloan, PM
understood that CAC was on the verge of acquiring Glorious Food, which PM knew to be a
prominent catering company in New York. PM also understood that CAC was already operating
a food preparation business that would provide the food for the Sweet Shopper.

Soon after the January 2008 meeting, PM received the Term Sheet, subscription
agreement, and accompanying promissory notes.3 After PM's at#omeys reviewed these
documents, PM completed and signed the subscription agreement that he dated February 21,
2008. PM also issued a check payable to "Catering Acquisition Corp." for $150,000. The memo
portion of the check noted "re notes and warrants." Sloan picked up the completed dvcwnents
and check from PM.

After several conversations with Sloan in the following months, PM became
"uncomfortable" with his investment in CAC and Sweet Shoppes. Sometime thereafter,
Schmults told PM that FAO's "arrangement" with Sloan had been terminated, Schmults said

3 The record is unclear as to the exac# date when PM received the offering documents ar
the identity of the person who provided the Term Sheet to PM. Fillet stated that he provided the
documents to Sloan's attorney and later became aware that the Term Sheet was provided to PM.
PM stated that the documents were delivered to his office, but PM could not recall who sent
then.
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tl~al u conf dentiulity agreement precluded him from explaining further, but instructed PM to
"Goo~lc" Sloan. After having one of his employees nut Internet searches on Sloan, PM
discovered that Sloan had a criminal history and had been disbarred.

PM subsequently requested reimbursement of his investment from Fillet and Sloan.
fillet disclaimed any responsibility to return the money, noting that the money had been paid to
Sloan, and insistinb thAt he was merely Slonn's agent. Sloan agreed to repay PM. On three
different occasions thereafter, Slofcn gAVe PM a check for $150,000. Each ofthe checks
bounced. PM never recovered any of his investment.

B. Fillet Knew that 51oan l-is~d a Criminal History

In late 2007, while conducting due diligence pursuant to tl~e terms of the engagement
Agreement, rillet leArried that Sloan hid been convicted of possession of stolen property (a rental
car) in 2003, for which he was sentenced to three to six years in prison. Sloan subsequently
provided Fillet with a letter from Slotin's criminal defense attorney in which the attorney
described the stolen property prosecution as "absurd," despite Sloan's conviction. Fillet and
Riderwood's only due diligence on Slonn consisted of running a misspelled Pacer search of
"Alan Sloan" and searching the Commission's website for "Tri.Btilcery Capital," which Fillet
described as CAC's predecessor.a Fillet undertook nv further research of Sloan's background.
Had lze done so, he would 1~ave learned that Sloan had been disbarred from practicing lAw as tt
result of ~► 1987 felony conviction far offering a false affidavit to a New York court. Fillet
testified that he learned in early 2008 that Sloan was disbarred. Prior to being disbarred, Sloan
was disciplined for violating various New York attorney disciplinary rules related to converting
client funds. Sloan also had hundreds of thousands of dollars in civil judgments and liens against
him and had filed for personal bankruptcy in 2003. '

At the time of Fillet's meeting with PM and PM's subsequent investment, Fillet knew of
Sloan's stolen property conviction, but he did not disclose it to PM. Instead, Fillet told Slaan to
disclose it fo PM and :FAO. Fillet also did not include any of Sloan's legal history in the CAC
and Sweet Shoppes offering documents.

III. Discussion

We have considered the complete record in this case and the parties' briefs filed on
remand. Given the Commission's dismissal of a segment of the fraud findings, we conclude that
it is appropriate to modify our prior determination to suspend Fillet for 18 months for Ius
violations of the antifraud provisions. As discussed below, we instead impose a 12-month
suspension for Fillet's fraud. We also determine that the $10,000 fine that the NAC ordered
prior to fhe remand remains appropriate under the FINRA Sanction Guidelines ("Guidelines")
and impose it here.

~ Public records show that Sloan was known as "Allen Sloan," "Alan Sloan," and "AIIan
Gerald Slotnick."
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Tlie Guidelines for intentionAl or reckless misrepresentations And omissions of material
facts recommcnd a finc of $1 Q,000 to $100,000, and a suspcnsion of 10 busincss days to two
years.s In an e~;re6iaus case, tiie Guidelines recommend a bac.6 Prior to the remand, we
determined that Fillet's misconduct wns serious, but not egrebious.

The auidclines far misrcpresentutions and omissions of mnterial fttets advise drat
udjudicntors consider the "Principal Considerations in Determininb Sanctions."~ Several of these
considerations apply and serve to agguvate Fillet's misconduct. Fillet recklessly misrepresented
and omitted important information in an oFfering document that wAS to be used to persu~da
potential investors to purcl~use units in the CAC and Sweet Shoppes offerin~.w As the
Commission noted when findin6 tl~ut rillet acted "At least recklessly," fillet "was Riderwoocl's
senior investment banker and had almost forty years' experience, [yet] he took no steps to
prevent a potential investor from being misled if the document were to be reJeASed." Fillet, 2015
SEC LEXIS 2] 42, at *28. Once Fillet became aware thAt PM had received the Term Sheet,
Fillet made no attempt to clarify for PM that the statements contained in the Term Sheet were
subject to contingencies. See id. As a result, PM could not make an informed investment
decision and accurately assess whether An investment in CAC and Sweet Shopper w~.s in his best
interest. Indeed, PM testified that he would not have invested in tl~e offering had he known the
true status of CAC and Sweet Shoppes and Sloun's criminal past. The fact that FAO terminated
its business relationship with Sloan once it discovered Slo~n's criminttl pest further underscores
the importance of this information that Fillet withheld from PM. Fillet, as a broker ~,ss~ciaring
himself with this offering, failed to meet the ]sigh standards that FINILA expects of its members,
including the obligation that he deal fairly with PM. See FINR11 Regulatory Notice l0-Z2, 2010
FINRA LEXIS 43 (Apr. 2010); see also Fillet, 2015 SEC LEXIS 2142, at *28; NASD Rule
2110; NASD IIv1-2310-2. PM's testimony further illustrates the significance that a broker brings
to an offering such as this. AM believed Fillet was participating in the offering to "add
credibility" to Slosn, and through Fillet's involvement, PM understood that the statements made
about the issuers rested on solid ground.

5 FINRfI Sanction Guidelines 88 (2011) [hereinafter Guidelines]. In 2015, FINRA revised
its Guidelines, including those applicable to fraud violations. See FINRA Regulatory Notice 1 S-
IS, 2015 FINRA LEXIS 19 (May 2d l 5). In the usual case, we apply the revised version of the
Guidelines. See FINIU! Sanction Guidelines 8 (2015) (explaining that the 2015 version
supersedes prior editions of the Guidelines). Because the NAC applied the 2011 version of the
Guidelines when rendering its initial decision in October 2013, we again apply the 2011
Guidelines on remand in re-determining sanctions far Fillet's fraud.

Guidelines, at 88.

Id. at 6-7 (Principal Considerarions in Determining Sanctions), 88.

See id. at 7 (Principal Considerations in Determining Sanctions, No. 13).
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We also f nd aggravating that Fillet's misconduct was a factor in PM's losses.` Fillet's

failure to provide information Aboul Sloun's criminal history—information Fillet undeniably

knew—deprived PM of the opportunity to assess fully his investment in the CAC and Sweet

Shopper offering. Furtt~ercnore, Fillet has not uccepfed responsibility for or otherwise

acknowledged his misconduct related to t1~e CAC and Sweet Shopper offering.10 Througi~out die

course of these ~rocccdin~s, I'illel repeatedly has attempted to shift the blame for his own actions

to Sloun and PM.' ~ See N. Woodward Fln. Corp., Excl~anbe Act Release No. 74913, 2015 SEC

LEXIS ] 867, At *44 (M~y 8, 2015} (explaining that respondent is "entitled to present a vigorous

defense" but the denial t1iAt conduct was wron~Ful demonstrated either a misunderstanding or n

lack of recognition of his duties ns n professional and of his regulatory obligations), Indeed, on

remand and irrespective of the Commission's findinbs of violations to t}ie contrary, Fillet arb►ues
that Ite should receive no sanctions because FINRA failed to prove that lie engaged in any fraud.

Fillet misunderstands the Commission's findings and the consequence of those findings. His

failure to apprecit►te the requirements of the securities Uusiness and the gravity of his misconduct
and the harm it caused warrants robust sanctions. See, e.g., Scott Epstein, Exchange Act Release

No. 59328, 2009 SEC LEXIS 217, ~t *75 (Jan. 30, 2009) ("We agree with FINRA that Epstein's

demonstrated insouciance and indifference towards his responsibilities under NASD rules poses

n serious risk to the investing public." (Internal quotation marks omitted)), a,J~'d, 416 F. App'x

142 (3d Cir. 2010); Geoffrey Ortiz, Exchange Act Release No. 58416, 2008 SEC LEXIS 2401, at

*28 (Aug. 22, 2008) (finding the fact thttt respondent never accepted responsibility for his

misconduct and blamed others for what occurred were fACtors that supported a significant

sanction).

In favor of mitigation, Fillet previously tugued before the NAC that PM had access to

information about the offering because PM was un attorney and a broker, and PM had an

established relationship with FAO's then-current CEO, Schmults. We acknowledge that PM had

direct contact with Schmults, and Schmults was the person who first made PM aware of the new

venture. The fact that PM may have been a knowledgeable investor who had access to 5chmults,

however, does not provide Fillet with a "license to" defraud or otherwise mislead PM. See
LesterKuznelz, 48 S.E.C. 551, 554 (1986), afJ"d, 828 F.2d 8~ (D.C. Cir. 1987).

Fillet also previously argued that neither he nor Riderwood received compensation from

PM's "loan to Mr. Sloan." Fillet's hearing testimony undercuts this claim. Fillet stAted that

Riderwood received fees of $20,000 to $30,000 from Sloan pursuant to the engagement

agreement. Fillet, through Riderwood, had the potential for additional monetary gain under the

engagement agreement, including 5% of the outstanding and voting common shares of CAC
within 10 days of the closing of the transaction and a percentage of the gross proceeds raised in

the offering. And, as the Commission found, Fillet stood to gain financially and "had a financial

See Guidelines, at 6 (Principal Considerations in Determining Sanctions, No. 11).

10 See id. (Principal Considerations in Determining Sanctions, No. 6).

11 For example, Fillet faults PM far not investigating Sloan's background himself.
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incentive to withhold the information." Fille►, 2015 SEC LEX1S 2142, at *34. Moreover, even
if Fillet's claim was Accurate, "[t]he absence oFmonetAry gain ... is not mitigating, as our public
interest analysis focuses] ... on the welfare of investors generally." Howard BraJ~'; Exchange
Act Release No. 66467, 2012 SEC LEXIS 620, at "`26 & n.25 (reb. 24, 2012) (internal
quotations omitted). As the Commission explained, "[w]ithholdin~ damaging information about
the issuers' CEO increased the likelihood that PM and others would invest in the offering and
thereby Fillet's total compensation." Fillet, 2015 SEC LEXIS 2142, at *35. We determine that
Cillet's potential for pecuniAry gain further aggravates f~is misconducl.12

The Department of Enforcement argues on remand that Fillet's sanctions for fraud should
remain the sfune (An 18-month suspension end $10,000 fine) irrespective of the Commission
vacating a portion of the fraud findings. We agree thou several factors serve to aggrAVate Fillet's
misconduct in this case as discussed above and therefore warrant a meaningful suspension And
fine. The Commission's determination, under the Supreme Court's Janus Capital Group v. First
Derivative Traders opinion, to vacate our fendings that Fillet violated Exchange Act Rule 10(b)-
5(b) causes us however to reassess sanctions in a remedial way. We have determined on remand
thAt a 12-month suspension, a suspension around the midpoint of the Guidelines for serious but
not egregious misconduct, is an appropriate balance between the aggravating facture present and
the dismissAl oFa portion of the findings of violations. We also find that a $10,000 fine remains
appropriate as a fine amount at the low end of the Guidelines' range, given the aggravating
circumstances present in this case.13 Accordingly, we suspend Fillet for 12 months and fine him
$10,000 for his fraud. ~

IV. Conclusion

Accordingly, for the fraudulent misrepresentations and omissions, we suspend Fillet for
12 months and fine him $10,000. We order that Fillet serve the suspension for fraud
consecutively with the two-year suspension for falsifying his Firm's records, a suspension that
the Commission sustained in its opinion. See Fillet, 2015 SEC LEXIS 2142, at *63; see, e.g.,
Siegel v. SEC, 592 F.3d 147, 157-58 (D.C. Cir. 2010) (affirming imposition of consecutive
suspensions for violations involving different kinds of misconduct).15

~~ See Guidelines, at 7 (Principal Considerations in Determining Sanctions, No. 17).

13 See Guidelines, at 88.

14 The Hearing Panel declined to order restitution to PM because it was not clear that Fillet
was the proximate cause of PM's losses. See id. at 4 ("Adjudicators may order restitution when
an identifiable person, member firm or other party has suffered a quantifiable loss proximately
caused by a respondent's misconduct."). Proximate causation "is normally understood to require
a direct relation between conduct alleged and injury asserted." Siegel, 592 F.3d at 159. We
agree that the record in this case does not support ordering restitution.

~s We also have considered and reject without discussion all other arguments of the parties.

[Footnote continued on next page]
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On Behalf of the National Adjudicntory Council,

Marcia E. Asquith
Senior Vice President and Co orate Secretary

[cont'd]

Pursuant to FINRA Rule 8320, any member that fails to pay any fine, costs, or other

monetary sanction imposed in this decision, after seven days' notice in writing, will summarily
be suspended ar expelled from membership for non-payment. Similarly, the registration of any

person associated with a member who fails to pay any fine, costs ar other monetary sanction,

after seven days' notice in writing, will summarily be revoked for non-payment.
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